formation. As noted in the Blue Plaque article in this issue, the book was originally
planned as a 6-month venture but turned

years. It is the ultimate structured miscellany of Ireland.

Indeed, because this book is both high
quality in terms of the information given
tionally good value for money (the re-publication being generously subsidised so
as to keep the price down), I recommend
buying at least two copies: one as a pres-

(and dear knows there are a lot of us!) who
want to recall their heritage, take pride
in Irish ingenuity, and be really well-in-

each other, producing interesting interactions.” They certainly do. In her Preface,
Jocelyn goes on to write, “To all of us with
Irish roots this book gives a sense of histo-

shop area I spotted a familiar book cover.
It was an original copy of
And behind were two other copies.

these, but I was the principal tour guide
for several months. So, to increase my
knowledge, Mary sent me to the nearby
Georgian House Museum to learn from
their tour guide more about contemporary Georgian life. Which I did. But while

copy. By the time I started working with
Mary even she had no copies to give or
sell me. But then something remarkable
happened. Mary had organised to do a
season of guided tours around Merrion
Square (Dublin City), incorporating visits inside certain of the houses (i.e., current businesses and organisations) to

The book was originally published in
hardback by TownHouse and CountryHouse Ltd in 2002 (Fig. 2) and proved very
popular. It quickly sold out. I remember
Mary telling me in 2014 that it was going for silly money on some web sites. It

into this book.

thought it had been completed – and almost rewrite it. Many, many late nights
and much stress went into that process,
because the actual publication deadline
was not being moved to accommodate the

-

fauna). As Jocelyn Bell Burnell, the Irishborn discoverer of pulsars, puts it: “Mary
Mulvihill hangs snippets and stories on
places, and enlivens those places through
the stories related to them. Geology, ar-

into a mammoth task lasting 6 years. The
task was made more mountainous for
Mary than it might have been because
publishers TownHouse, very late in the
day, decided the original manuscript was
too large and asked Mary to cut it. But because of the way it had been written, Mary
could not simply delete a few sections to
get it to the newly required size. She had

No beating about the bush – I
this
book and wholeheartedly advise anyone
with any interest in anything Irish to buy
it. If you have a strong interest in anything
Irish, you will positively relish it. This is,
quite simply, one of the very best books on
-

Although described in places as the second edition,
this is actually the original
publication reprinted. For
a book of such incredible
richness, variety, diversity,

There was one thing that
always niggled Mary about
the book. That was the front
cover. She admitted that
she would have preferred
to have designed it herself,
but had had no choice in
the matter. I had not known
then that authors rarely get
a say in the covers of their
own books. This was something I bore in mind years
later when I wrote my own
miscellany book (and Mary
gave me sage advice on this).
I am sure that Mary would
have approved of the new
cover of the 2019 reprint.

in selling them on to people who had long been on a
waiting list. Or giving them
away. She gave me a copy
and specially signed it (Fig.
3).

to get the rest. When I told
Mary she could not believe
it. She, in turn bought them

the back. Without hesitation, and with my own money, I bought the lot! I heaved
one rucksack full home on
the bike [Those hardbacks

I went up to the cashier and
asked how many copies did
they have. Turned out they

^ Figure 3
on my (then newly found) 2002 TownHouse edition of

^ Figure 2 Front cover of the original 2002 TownHouse and CountryHouse Ltd print.
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